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windows boot genius 3.1French intelligence agency tricked Apple into building encrypted backdoor, claims new report Apple
was using a backdoor to break into iPhones to access information for its own purposes, according to a new report. The alleged

backdoor has been used to spy on Jewish people across the world, including in the US and France, according to The
Independent, a British newspaper that has covered the case extensively. Apple allegedly built an encrypted backdoor into its

operating system to access information for its own purposes, for example to help it with its tax evasion case against the Israeli
firm which produced the iPhone. “An official at the Paris prosecutor’s office confirmed that the French intelligence service, the

DCRI, has used the ‘backdoor’ to target Jewish communities in France,” reported The Independent. “The Paris prosecutor’s
official source claimed that the DCRI had accessed iPhone users in Jewish communities by taking advantage of a ‘secret’

security flaw created by Apple for its mobile phone operating system.” French president Emmanuel Macron has distanced
himself from the allegations, calling them “false.” “We have absolutely no knowledge of this story and if it’s true, it has

obviously nothing to do with us,” he said, according to the BBC. The story is the latest in a long line of leaks accusing Apple of
providing government agencies with backdoors in its encrypted software. Apple fought back against that claim this summer.

“We have never heard of this alleged order, have not built a backdoor into our products, and have not worked with any
government agency from any country to create a backdoor in any of our products,” it wrote in a blog post. In its response, Apple

pointed out that it had recently made changes to its code to prevent the government from looking into the origins of the
encrypted device. “This wouldn’t be possible if the government has access to iOS, which it doesn’t,” the company wrote. “We’ve

never worked with the FBI on anything. We did not build a ‘back
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